Activity Briefs

Pershing Rifles
Company C-8 Pershing Rifles will hold a formal initiation for candidates today. Those to be initiated hold a formal initiation for candidates.

Model Aircrafters
On Sunday, members of the Model Aircrafters conducted a successful flying scale model airplane contest in Rockwell Cage. The prize was a perpetual trophy which the club has for this specific event. Professors Otto Hoppen and Frank Bentley judge the event. The first four contestants were Walt Money, Lloyd Licher, Richard Bax- 
ter, and Eugene Larrabee. Moore set a new record at 97.4 seconds with his Piper Super Cruiser.

Flight Simulator
(Continued from Page 1) this machine," Dr. Hall explains, "to permit the development of high- speed aircraft with a reduction in the time, expense, and number of conventional flight tests." Data from Wind Tunnel A problem is worked out on the apparatus by setting electronic com- puter dials that represent the vari- ous important characteristics of the aircraft to be studied—weight, ve- 
cocity, altitude, wing span and many others. Before the simulator can be used, many of these character- istics must be obtained from wind tunnel tests of small models of the proposed aircraft. Thus the question is "Yes" into the simulator by applying appropri- ate electrical signals through a con- trol board. The answer is returned on a chart on a recording apparatus in a matter of seconds. This compute, one of sever- al high-speed mathematical machines at Technology, adds, multiplies, integrates and sub- tracts at almost unbelievable speed. For example, a "simple" computa- tion which would take an able opera- tor 190 hours to carry out by hand is handled by the computer in 10 seconds and much more elabor- ate problems can also be handled in a matter of easy minutes.

Last Comm.
(Continued from Page 1) moved, provided for the selection of three members who are to compose a special committee to work with the Harvard Cooperative Society. They will compare the prices and quality of goods in the Coop with the neighborhood stores. The following were chosen as delegates for the U.N. Conference sponsored by Connecticut College, to discuss the U.N. trusteeship coun-
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At NORTHEASTERN and Colleges
and Universities throughout
the country CHESTERFIELD is
the largest-selling cigarette.

PATRICIA NEAL

Lovely Northwestern Alumna, says:
"I've always preferred Chesterfields and I'm sure I always shall. They're much Milder."

CO-STARRING IN
"HASTY HEART"
A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION

*By Recent National Survey

Always buy CHESTERFIELD
They're Milder! They're Tops!—In America's Colleges with the Top Men in Sports with the Hollywood Stars
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